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SbsB structure and lattice reconstruction unveil Ca 21

triggered S-layer assembly
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S-layers are regular two-dimensional semipermeable protein layers
that constitute a major cell-wall component in archaea and many
bacteria1…3. The nanoscale repeat structure of the S-layer lattices
and their self-assembly from S-layer proteins (SLPs) have sparked
interest in their use as patterning and display scaffolds for a range
of nano-biotechnological applications4…7. Despite their biological
abundance and the technological interest in them, structural
information about SLPs is limited to truncated and assembly-
negative proteins8…10. Here we report the X-ray structure of the
SbsB SLP ofGeobacillus stearothermophilusPV72/p2 by the use
of nanobody-aided crystallization. SbsB consists of a seven-
domain protein, formed by an amino-terminal cell-wall attach-
ment domain and six consecutive immunoglobulin-like domains,
that organize into aQ-shaped disk-like monomeric crystallization
unit stabilized by interdomain Ca21 ion coordination. A Ca21 -
dependent switch to the condensed SbsB quaternary structure
pre-positions intermolecular contact zones and renders the protein
competent for S-layer assembly. On the basis of crystal packing,
chemical crosslinking data and cryo-electron microscopy projec-
tions, we present a model for the molecular organization of this
SLP into a porous protein sheet inside the S-layer. The SbsB lattice
represents a previously undescribed structural model for protein
assemblies and may advance our understanding of SLP physiology
and self-assembly, as well as the rational design of engineered
higher-order structures for biotechnology4…7.

SLPs (40…200 kDa) self-assemble into paracrystalline lattices that
are non-covalently attached to the cell surface, usually by means of
one or more N-terminal glycan-binding domains1,3,11. S-layers form a
continuous outer protein layer, or exoskeleton, that serves as a pro-
tective and/or scaffolding layer, a molecular sieve for nutrient uptake,
and a contact zone with the extracellular environment, for example in
promoting cell adhesion in pathogenic bacteria such asClostridium
difficileandBacillus anthracis1,12,13.

Here we use nanobodies as crystallization chaperones14 to break the
intrinsic self-polymerizing propensity into two-dimensional lattices of
the SLP SbsB. We report the 2.4-A� X-ray structure of full-length,mature
SbsB(SbsB32…920; residues 32…920) fromGeobacillusstearothermophilus
PV72/p2 (ref. 15), a biophysically16, biochemically17,18and biotechnolo-
gically4,19,20well-characterized SLP(Fig. 1). SbsB isa98-kDapolypeptide
that can be functionally divided into a cell-wall-anchoring N terminus
(residues 32…208, consisting of three S-layer homology (SLH) motifs16)
and a carboxy-terminal crystallization region that naturally assembles
in an oblique (P1) two-dimensional lattice with the unit-cell vectors
a5 104 A� , b5 79 A� and base anglec 5 81u (ref. 19). Nanobodies were
raised against an assembly-incompetent SbsB mutant caused by inser-
tion of the haemagglutinin (HA) tag at residue 744 (SbsBT744HA)18. Both
the mutant and wild-type SbsB (Supplementary Table 1) were crystal-
lized in complex with nanobody KB6 (NbKB6; Supplementary Fig. 1).
The SbsB crystal structure reveals an extended molecule built from

seven distinct domains (domains I…VII; Fig. 1a). The N-terminal 169
amino-acid residues of the mature protein (domain I; residues 32…201),
corresponding to the cell-wall attachment domain21, are found un-
resolved in the electron density maps. Domains II (residues 202…292)
and III (residues 296…385) are two consecutive C1-type immuno-
globulin folds. Domains IV (residues 391…499), V (residues 502…625)
and VI (residues 631…737) are consecutive I-type immunoglobulin
folds, and domain VII (residues 738…920) comprises a mixed fold
with an immunoglobulin-likeb-sandwich core and a random-coil sub-
domain (residues 769…849) inserted between strands B and C (Fig. 1a
and Supplementary Fig. 2).

In the crystal structure, domains II…VII arrange into a disk-like
Q-shaped quaternary structure 70 A� by 110 A� wide, and 35 A� thick
(Fig. 1a, b). In this arrangement, domains IV…VII lie in a single plane
and form an annular structure that encloses a central cavity about 24 A�
in diameter. This cavity is transversed by a nine-residue linker between
domains IV and III, which is positioned on the rim of the ring,
underneath domain VI (Fig. 1b). Finally, domain II protrudes from
the ring structure, giving shape to the •leg• of theQ-shaped monomeric
unit (Fig. 1a, b). TheQ-shaped conformation seen in the crystals is
also found for the monomeric protein in solution, as shown by
overlays withab initio shapes reconstructed from small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) curves obtained for the SbsB32…920, T744HA:NbKB6
and SbsB209…920, T744HA:NbKB6 complexes (an N-terminal deletion
mutant removing the unresolved domain I) (Fig. 2 and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 3). The averagedab initioshapes for SbsB32…920, T744HA:NbKB6
show an additional density near domain II, corresponding to the
N-terminal attachment domain, which was found disordered in the
X-ray structure. Comparison of the experimental scattering data with
calculated curves from molecular models of SbsB32…920, T744HA:NbKB6
with domain I either unstructured or modelled with theB. anthracis
Sap SLH domain10,13gives fittingx2 values of 2.4 and 13.3, respectively
(Supplementary Fig. 3), indicating that the N-terminal domain is
largely unstructured in the non-polymerized SbsB and/or in theabsence
of secondary cell wall polymer (SCWP) (Supplementary Fig. 3 and
Methods).

The inter-domain and intra-domain contacts in the SbsB quaternary
structure are mediated by Ca21 ions (Fig. 1). A first Ca21 (Ca-1) is
shared between domains IV and VII and octahedrally coordinated by
residues coming from both domains (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 4).
A second Ca21 site (Ca-2; Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 4) is located at
the hinge between domains V and VI. A third site, Ca-3, is positioned in
an extended loop of domain VI, near the contact zone with domain VII
(Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 4). The fourth site, Ca-4, forms an intra-
domainbridge ina coil region of domainVII (Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Fig. 4). These Ca21 sites assist in the maintenance of inter-domain
contacts and thus probably represent important determinants for the
SbsB quaternary structure. Chemically denatured SbsB readily refolds
and assembles into S-layers on removal of the chaotropic agents, but
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